Wedding Pricing and Packages
2015 ~ 2016

"Here's the most important thing you need to know about wedding pictures: Book the best photographer you can afford as soon as you set the date. The wedding music will fade, the flowers will die, and
you won't even remember if you ate, let alone what you ate, at the reception. But the wedding pictures
last forever."

- Leslie Milk

The above quote says it so well. I would even add to that the music played. Yes, all of it is important and
has its place. Yet, ten years later what will you have? Your images of your day. Pictures your future children will look at and giggle (and comment about how young mom and dad looked!). I look forward to capturing that for you. Not only the love you have for each other but the family history that is transpiring
during that day. Time you will never have back. And, as that time goes by, family members will no longer
be here. But the images will. On a personal note, looking at my own wedding pictures, perhaps the most
important image of that day is a picture with my new bride and my Grandmother. No one could pay me
enough to give up that picture. It is priceless to me. I bring to
each wedding a fresh desire to create images you will treasure
for a lifetime and pass down through the generations. I look forward to creating those images with you. Call me and let's get
started!

John Karcher
Heartland Expressions Photography

Packages
Double Black Diamond - $3999
All day coverage
Engagement Photo shoot – Includes a Custom Designed Guest Book 30 sides (15 pages) with box.
12x12 Custom Leather Album 30 sides (15 pages)
Preview Album of all images
$750 print credit
High Resolution Disc of finished files .
Online Gallery

Black Diamond - $2399
All day Coverage
2 hr. Engagement Photo shoot – Included Custom Designed Guest Book with 20 sides (10 Pages) with box.
10x10 Photo Cover Album 20 sides (10 pages)
Preview Album of all images
$500 Print Credit
High Resolution Disc of finished files
Online Gallery

Sapphire - $1799
All day coverage
1 hr. Engagement Photo Shoot with a soft cover Story Book.
10x10 Wedding Book with photo cover 30 sides (15 pages)
Preview Album of all images
$300 print credit
Online Gallery

Emerald - $1199
All day coverage
1hr. Engagement Photo Shoot
8x8 Wedding Book (or engagement guest book, you decide!) 20 sides (10 pages) Soft cover
Preview album of all images
$150 print credit
Online Gallery

Ruby - $899
Six hours of coverage
8x8 Wedding Book 20 sides (10 pages) Soft cover
$100 print credit
Online Gallery for 6 months

We do offer one option for couples wanting just the ceremony...
Ceremony Only - $699
Coverage includes 45 minutes before the ceremony, the ceremony itself and up to one hour after the ceremony. Password
protected online gallery for three months. Must be paid in full at the time of booking the date. All prints and books are separate!

A la Carte
Wedding Albums and Books
Albums and books include 20 sides(10 pages –there are two pages for each spread).
Additional 2 sided page can be added for $50 per page.
Custom Leather Albums may include your choice of 1 or 2 leather colors (24 options available) and
up to 3 cameo images on the cover. Leather Cover.
8x8 Custom Leather Album - $899
10x10 Custom Leather Album - $999
12x12 Custom Leather Album - $1099
These are spectacular albums that redefine the look and feel of what a wedding album is!
The Photo Cover Album is completely custom-designed to be totally unique with lay flat pages. Hard
cover.
8x8 Photo Cover Album - $879
10x10 Photo Cover Album - $949
12x12 Photo Cover Album - $1099
Leather Albums offer a more traditional look. No images are on the cover.
We offer 8 color options. See us for samples.
8x8 Leather Album - $799
10x10 Leather Album- $849
12x12 Leather Album - $929
11x14 Leather Album - $999

Wedding Books are magazine style picture books with thinner, glossy pages and soft cover but still with
the bold, exciting format of the more expensive Photo Cover Albums!
8x8 Wedding Book - $249
10x10 Wedding Book - $329
12x12 Wedding Book - $399
11x14 Wedding Book - $449
5x5 Duplicate Parent Book - $199 (May be a duplicate of an album or a book)

Engagement Guest Signing Books (20 pages , more may be added @ $49 per side) Canvas Photo
cover.
Hard Cover

Soft Cover

8x8 - $349

$300

10x10 - $400

$325

12x12 - $450

$375

Add a custom designed box for your Guest Book for an additional $150

Mini-Albums come in sets of 3 and include 12 wallet sized images in an accordion style wallet album.
Great gifts for family and wedding party!
Set of 3 - $149
Digital Rights
If not part of a package, may be purchased for
$800. Printing rights only and only edited images
are included.

Traditional Prints
Gift Prints: Images on traditional photographic papers
5x7 - $29
8x10, 8x12, 10x10 - $39
Wall Prints:
11x14 or 12x12 - $99
12x18 or 16x20 - $159
20x30 - $329
Other custom sizes available. Call for specifics
Metal Prints – Sizes 12x18 on up….starting at $240. Ask for details about this new and awesome product!

Mounted Canvas:
16x24 - $200
24x36 - $360
More Sizes Available. Contact Us for Details on our Canvas Collections.
This is a summary of the most popular options. Many more are available. For a complete price menu, please
email us at heartlandexpressions@gmail.com . We will be glad to meet with you and show you all of the product options, leather swatches, and answer any questions you may have about us and our services. We wish
you the best in planning for your special day! Thank you for considering Heartland Expressions
Photography!

Tips for getting prepared
Hair and Makeup
Now you have a dazzling dress, what next? Experiment with Hair and Makeup, but by all means, do this weeks before the day of your wedding
and NOT the day of the wedding! It’s also important to wear just a bit more makeup then you normally would. Areas such as the eyes, checks
and lips, if accented a bit more, will make your photographs pop.
Photographing in the dressing room
Some of your best images will be of you in the dressing room. Many brides are self-conscious and are not comfortable with a male photographer
being in the room. That is entirely understandable. I am a professional and work under professional photography ethics, a wedding photographer will never show inappropriate photos in their portfolio or on their website. But this is a conversation we will have before the wedding day
and is entirely up to you.

Posing
Most of us don’t feel comfortable in front of the camera, so I am here to help you. As we begin our posed shots, I will help instruct you in ways
like: Raise your chin and turn this way slightly, put all your weight on you back leg and put shoulders back. This eliminates the double chin,
adjusting your weight back gives you a more feminine look and putting your shoulders back brings those curves out in all the right areas. Also
keeping your arms out away from the body a bit will help make you look thinner. Please avoid getting sunburned before the big day and be
aware of tan lines and the style of your dress. Those kind of “fixes” are not included in the cost of photography for the day and are expensive to
fix!

The Bouquet
Many brides ask, How Do I Hold My Bouquet? The main focus when we are shooting your photographs is the dress and, after all, you! . Therefore, the bouquet should never hide the dress. If you truly want the bouquet in your photographs, then hold it down, to the side or even behind
you when we begin taking your shots. It is a prop from a photographic perspective. The bride is the focus!

Backgrounds
Having the right background for the photographs can make an image go from just another snapshot, to looking like you just stepped out of
Brides Magazine. Keep the background interesting. For instance a simple chair close to a window, or drapes with nice light. Avoid confusing
messy backgrounds, unless that is truly the look you are going for. Doorways, long hallways, stairs, benches, beds, water features, etc., can all
aid us in getting you that stunning photo you have always wanted. Many dressing rooms are not very “photo friendly. As a result below are some
ideas to improve the room for your special day:



Decorate the dressing room as best as possible, allowing for as much natural light. Clean up any “non wedding” messes (plastic bottles, piles
of clothes and shoes, etc…). Have vases ready for the flowers instead of the cardboard boxes. Cover ugly (or outdated) furniture with a plain
white drape cloth.



If there are windows with an unsightly view, bring light gauze to cover the windows. If the dressing room has no natural light bring lots of
candles and/or mini white lights to place around the room and add romantic drama to your special day!

Organizing Guests
We will create a wedding day shoot schedule, which should also include who you want in each shot and email it to your party days in advance.
Giving them instructions when you expect them to be present for photos. It wouldn’t hurt to hand them the same schedule upon arrival on the
day of your wedding.

The following is from Glamour Magazine and is excellent advice to practice ahead of time!
Practice this celebrity pose.
Hollywood knows a thing or two about looking 10 pounds lighter in front of the camera. Try this classic flattering red carpet pose
(and don't feel like a nerd if you practice this in front of a mirror):
1. Stand with your hips rotated 45 degrees away from the camera.
2. Put your weight on your back foot.
3. Elongate your other leg and cross it in front, with the foot pointed toward the camera. Bend the knee a bit so you don't lock up or
look stiff.
4. Feel free to put a hand on your hip.
5. Don't forget to smile!
Take some advice from Tiara on and smile with your eyes.
The less smiley, more serious poses are trendy, especially for bridal-party pictures. But not grinning doesn’t mean you want to look
peeved either. When Katie Sullivan of Columbia, Missouri, got married last summer, her mom told her to be sure she was smiling
with her eyes. “This helped me avoid having a limp face or looking like I didn’t want to be there,” she says.
Go Easy on the certain make up
Some cosmetic touches can actually backfire when it comes to looking more photogenic. Although you might feel more beautiful
when bronzed, cameras tend to go a bit crazy when picking up yellows and oranges. Even if you look merely sun-kissed in real life,
you might look closer to carrot-hued in the photos. This is especially true if others in the photos with you haven’t kept up with the
same sunshine/spray tan/bronzer routine.
Similarly, glitter and other luminescent lotions can end up looking like sweat, not sparkle, in pics. Plus, they tend to rub off on everyone you hug…say, a groom wearing a black tux.
Fake sleek arms.
The majority of wedding dresses (for both the bride and guests!) are sleeveless, which means you may be tempted to keep your
arms close to your body or clasp them behind your back to camouflage any underarm jiggle. This can actually make your arms look
bigger and your shoulders broader. Instead, try lifting your arms out to the sides, just far enough to give the biceps and triceps
breathing room
Don’t underestimate the beauty of laughing.
Fake smiles are not flattering, but the same cannot be said for fake laughs. Next time you need to loosen up for a photo, let out a
forced “Ha! Ha!” And then do it again. And again. The ridiculousness of it will make you and everybody else laugh for real.
And that photo will be a keeper.

